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“ Knock, And He'll open the door. Vanish, And He'll make you shine like the sun. Fall, And He'll raise you to the heavens. Become nothing, And He'll turn you into everything. ” ― Rumi
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The Vintner's Luck (Vintner's Luck, #1)
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One summer night in 1808, Sobran Jodeau sets out to drown his love sorrows in his family's vineyard when he stumbles on an angel. Once he gets over his shock, Sobran decides that Xas, the male angel, is his guardian sent to counsel him on everything from
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Laura comes from a world similar to our own except for one difference: it is next to the Place, an unfathomable land that fosters dreams of every kind and is inaccessible to all but a select few, the Dreamhunters. These are individuals with special gifts:
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The dreamhunting began as a beautiful thing, when Tziga Hame discovered that he could enter the Place and share the dreams he found there with other people. But Tziga Hame has disappeared and Laura, his daughter, knows that the art of projecting dreams ha
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·3.33·243 Ratings


Brian “Bad” Phelan, a New Zealand policeman and bomb disposal expert, likes to live dangerously. Bad is an expert climber and caver and, while on vacation on the French/Italian border, he helps bring a body out of a rocky, wave-swept cove. Curiously,
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A fabulous, richly peopled, otherworldly tale "Black Oxen" is the story of Carme Risk's pursuit of her beautiful and not quite human father through two worlds and three changes of identity.In her forties, in the year 2022, Risk has entered narrative thera
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Billie's Kiss
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·3.34·256 Ratings


With an Edwardian twist on The Tempest, and all the surprising, earthy and magical qualities of The Vintner's Luck, Knox's irresistible new novel is set on the remote, divided Scottish island of Kissack and Killing, one half of which looks historically an
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·3.79·634 Ratings


Sixteen-year-old Canny Mochrie's vacation takes a turn when she stumbles upon a mysterious and enchanting valley, occupied almost entirely by children who can perform a special type of magic that tells things how to be stronger and better than they alread
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The Invisible Road (The Dreamhunter Duet, #1-2)
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Omnibus edition of Dreamhunter and Dreamquake.There is a world similar to ours but for one major aberration: the mysterious Place that only a select group of people − the Dreamhunters − can enter. A region where dreams can be caught and relayed to eag
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The Angel's Cut (Vintner's Luck, #2)
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It's Hollywood, 1929. While Conrad Cole is working late on elaborate plans for his aeroplanes and his films, a mysterious stranger appears at his door. Xas soon finds himself caught up in the glamorous and treacherous world of movie-making and entangled w
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Waking Up: A Guide to Spirituality Without Religion


 187 Pages·2014·1.86 MB·New! 



For the millions of Americans who want spirituality without religion, Waking Up is a guide  ...
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Waking Up: A Guide to Spirituality Without Religion


 255 Pages·2014·7.16 MB·New! 



For the millions of Americans who want spirituality without religion, Waking Up is a guide  ...
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Waking, dreaming, being : new light on the self and consciousness from neuroscience, meditation, and philosophy


 497 Pages·2015·7.88 MB·New! 



, the "I" as dreamer. Finally, as we meditate―either in the waking state or in a lucid dream―we can  ...
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Waking the Tiger - Healing Trauma - The Innate Capacity to Transform Overwhelming Experiences 


 193 Pages·1997·1.75 MB·New! 



Nature's Lessons in Healing Trauma...Waking the Tiger offers a new and hopeful vision of trauma  ...
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Waking Up in 5D: A Practical Guide to Multidimensional Transformation


 141 Pages·2016·4.83 MB·New! 



the narrowly-focused and polarized awareness of the Third Dimension and waking up to the higher vibrations  ...
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Wake (Wake Series, Book 1)


 148 Pages·2008·636 KB·Afrikaans·New! 



Wake (Wake Series, Book 1) Lisa McMann  ...
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I saw the Lord : a wake-up call for your heart


 134 Pages·2006·959 KB·New! 



A call for a personal spiritual revival. Isaiah's wake-up call from God in the Old Testament shows  ...
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LEVIATHAN WAKES
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LEVIATHAN WAKES COREY JAMES S. A.  ...
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Instant Wealth Wake Up Rich!: Discover The Secret of The New Entrepreneurial Mind


 286 Pages·2009·1.89 MB·New! 



Instant Wealth Wake Up Rich is a step by step do it yourself guide with strategies and techniques  ...
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Lioness arising : wake up and change your world


 170 Pages·2010·811 KB·New! 



and hunt in the dark -- Walking with a lion -- From a whisper to a roar Lioness arising : wake up  ...
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